In a recent paper, Peng et. at. [I] developed an anisotropic hyperelastic constitutive model for the human annulus fibrosus in which fiber-matrix interaction plays a crucial role in simulating experimental observations reported in the literature. Later, Guo et. at.
Introduction
Recently, two papers, [1] and [2] , have been submitted for publication in which the fiber-mattix interaction is shown to be indispensable for simulating mechanical behavior of annulus fibrosus by optimally fitting various experimental data from literature and contrasting the results obtained from the model with fiber-matrix interaction against those from the model without any such interaction. In this study, microplane model for soft tissue published in [5] is adapted for annulus fibrosus by incorporating two fiber families in accordance with the physiology of the lamellae. To be able to provide a fair comparison, the 10 fiber constitutive law is kept the same as in [I] , except for the material parameters, which have to be readjusted because of the 30 angular fiber distribution employed in the microplane model. "The constitutive model for the matrix is neo Hookean in this model as well [5, 6] . In contrast, there is no explicit fiber-matrix interaction employed in microplane model for soft tissue. However, there is indeed interaction of distributed fibers provided automatically by construction of the model.
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Hyperelastic fiber-matrix parallel coupling model
In this type of models, it is assumed that the strain energy function 'I' is a scalar function of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, f = f' . f where f is the deformation gradient tensor, and the fiber direction in the reference configuration is given by fleD [3] , i.e., 'I' = '1'(£, fleo)= '1'(11, 12, h, 14, Is)· The elastic response of a single layer of annulus fibrosus is assumed to comprise the resistance of the matrix, fibers and their interaction. Accordingly, the strain energy function 'I' can be divided into three parts given by '1'= 'l'M+ 'l'F + 'l'PM where 'I'M is the strain energy contribution from the matrix, 'l'P is the contribution from the fiber stretch and 'l'FM is the strain energy caused by the fiber-matrix shear interaction. The invariants Ii are defined as II=tr( £); 12=Otr( f )]2_ tr( £ 2) )/2; I)=det £; 14= fleu . £. flcu =A}; 15= fico . £' . fico; "F=fiber stretch.
The energy 'I'M stored in the matrix is assumed to be given by that for compressible neo Hookean material
where J = h 1/3 is the volume change and II D= r 2/3 11 is the first invariant of the deviatoric right Cauchy-Green strain tensor, C IO = Jlol2 where Jlo is the shear modulus and 0 1,1 is the bulk modulus. The strain energy for fibers, 'l'F is defi ned as
where the second line in the equation above accounts for the fiber crimp under compression which leads to no contribution from the fiber, and the first line approximates the fiber contribution due to tensile fiber stretch.
To model the stmin energy contributed by the fiber-matrix interaction, we consider a fiber direction in reference configuration given by fico normal to a surface dSo which deforms into a surface dS with a surface normal given by ~,where the Nanson's formula [7] can be used to provide the relationship !1dS
Now the strain energy function for fiber-matrix interaction can be defined as
where X is given by EgA and /(/.) is given by
(5) (6) where 11 is the largest f(t 4) that can be achieved and f(t,) becomes Tj/2 at Ar= "F' ;AF' represents a transitional point in the fiber constitutive law and it must' be calibrated to fit the experimental data along with Tj and ~. It must be noted that when '1 = 0, the fiber-matrix interaction term disappears, making the model equivalent to a classical hyperelastic fiber-matrix parallel coupling model. Now the constitutive law can be explicitly obtained in terms of 2 nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor by taking the derivative of total strain energy 'I' with respect to the Green-Lagrangian strain tensor Ii = (£ -L)I 2. i.e. £, '= iJ 'P I iJIi = 2iJ 'P I iJ£. If two adjacent lamellae is to be modeled, then assuming that the two distinct fiber directions in the current configuration are given by f!, and fie 2 , the Cauchy stress is given by
where 
Microplane constitutive model for soft tissue
Isotropic il1compressihle Ileo-Hookeall microplalle model
The formulation for isotropic compressible nco Hookean microplane model was developed in [6] as part of a framework for hyperelastic microplane models and the anisotropic hyperelastic microplane model for blood vessel tissue was developed in [5] . In these formulations, the macroscopic free energy per unit volume, denoted polf', is assumed to be integral of microplane free energies per unit area of a unit hemisphere If'n, i.e. To account for many fiber directions using discrete representations, it is convenient to treat <p(N)as a probability density function that represents the fiber direction distribution in the material. For example, in [8] it is reported that under a microscopic study of arterial tissue, a directional distribution of densely packed collagen structures is observed. The probability density function con'esponding to the distribution of orientation of cell nuclei (and thus that of the collagen fibers) in a human aortic media in 2-D reported in that study is given in Fig. 2 . To facilitate the computations, the discrete data points are fitted with a convenient probability density function given by ¢(JjJ = <p(o) = c, exp(c,02) (13) where e is the angle in radians measured from the circumferential direction. Thus, the proposed microplane constitutive law with a continuous representation of fiber directions in 3D can be expressed as
~=.2.. t[ I o , +¢(fJ.)I,JH&J H -Io Aof-']dQ+IJAJf-'
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Results and discussion
The predicted mechanical response from three different constitutive laws, namely fiber-matrix parallel coupling model without shear interaction between the fibers and matrix, fiber-matrix parallel coupling model with shear interaction between the fibers and matrix, and microplane model for annulus fibrosus, are demonstrated in Figs. 3 through 6 . The responses by the fiber-matrix parallel coupling models with and without shear interaction between the fibers and matrix were obtained calibrating the constants C IO =0.034MPa, D I =0.I97MPa· 1 for simulating the nco Hookean matrix behavior and the incompressibility; C2=0.45MPa, C)= 82.6MPa of the fiber law are determined from optimally fitting the data in Figs.3 and 4 . In Fig.3 , the experimental data from several researchers in the form of engineering stress against engineering strain in the direction of loading of annulus fibrosus with inter-fiber angle of 60"facing the loading direction is plotted. The plot shows that the material properties of annulus fibrosus show significant differences;
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---/---. -. . . ... these differences are likely to be linked to factors such as age. lifestyle and diseases. In this study we chose to fit the one by Elliott and Setton [4] , because they also provide equivalent data in the perpendicular direction. as shown in Fig.4 . Fitting both of these data is required for any constitutive law. The parameters 1] =12MPa. ~ =125 and A.I" = 1.02 of the parallel coupling model with fiber-matrix interaction are obtained by simultaneously fitting both of the test data appearing in Figs.3 and 4 . All other test data are simulated with the material parameters being fixed. The material parameters in microplane model. JLo=0.068MPa, C 1=6.0MPa and C,= 4000.0MPa as well as the parameters appearing in the fiber distribution law, CI= 20.5 and C2= -80.0 are obtained by simultaneous fitting of Figs.3 and 4. In Fig.5 . which depicts variation of inter-fiber angle with stretch in the loading direction. microplane model performs very well despite the fact that it does not have the explicit formulation for interaction. The parallel coupling model with interaction also performs very well, but the performance of that without the interaction might not be considered acceptable.
Figure 1: The top view of intervertebral disc with annulus fibrosus and nucleus pulposus, and oblique view of annulus fibrosus with nucleus pulposus. In the oblique view of annulus fibrosus, its lamellar structure and statistically dominant fiber directions that alternate from one lamella to other are depicted.
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In Fig. 6 in which the lateral through thickness stretch is plotted against loading direction stretch, microplane model performs as good as parallel coupling model with shear inte~ction; that without the interaction performs probably beyond the acceptable limits.
Conclusions
Three models for the mechanical behavior of annulus fibrosus, namely fiber-matrix parallel coupling model. fiber-matrix parallel coupling model with fiber-matrix shear interaction and microplane model for soft tissue adjusted for the annulus fibrosus. are compared against experimental data available in the literature and against each other. The microplane model for soft tissue does not contain any explicit formulation for shear interaction. However the construction of the model allows such an interaction to take place between the fibers at material point level in contrast to the finite element level as in thc case of parallel coupling model without shear interaction. Physically this is equivalent to a combined inter-lamellar interaction of distributed fibers in different lamellae as well as interaction between the distributed fibers in the same lamella. We note that intensity of the shear interaction between the fibers can be adjusted by adjusting the spread in the distribution while keeping the total amount of fibers constant. Another aspect of microplane model is that the anisotropic effect of the fibers is homogenized due to the volume averaging in the formulation of the model [5.6) . The consequence of averaging is that the anisotropy causing singularities can be represented conveniently in the model. For example. a discrete fiber direction will appear in the microplane model as a Dirac delta function. Thus, the volume averaging inherent in the microplane model admits the interpretation that the microplane stresses are those that belong to a lower scale than the continuum scale, although it is rather difficult to identify this scale precisely.
It is clear that the parallel coupling model performs very well in all the simulations. and it is equally clear that without shear interaction. this model cannot be reliably used for the mechanics of outer annulus fibrosus. Microplane model. on the other hand. performs very well despite not having any explicit fiber-matrix interaction.
The behavior of microplane model can be adjusted by adjusting the spread in the fiber distribution keeping the area under the distribution constant (Fig.2) . For example. when the spread drops too much. the fits in Figs.5 and
